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 QUESTION 1  QUESTION 1 

 

  

 Correct Answer: A  

 

 

Which three factors should the consultant consider when recommending a routing 

option? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Aerial routing is used if a service appointment requires a travel distance of more than 200 

kilometres 

B. Multiday work schedule only aerial routing. 

C. Street level routing incorporates Google map api and run faster than aerial routing 

D. Aerial Routing is used if a service appointment requires a travel distance of more than 100 

kilometres 

E. Aerial routing computes the shortest distance between two locations bassed on a straight-line 

route 

 

 

 Correct Answer: B,D,E  

 

 
 
 QUESTION 2  

 
Universal containers wants to identify which resources need more or fewer 

appointment. 

Which Gantt chart filter option should a consultant recommend to provide this 

information? 

A. Select date resolution on the hours tab. 

B. Select hours absences and overtime on the utilization tab. 

C. Select sort by average utilization on the resources tab. 

D. Select travel time and breaks as skills on the skills tab. 
 

 

 

 Correct Answer: C  

 

 
 
 QUESTION 3  

 
Universal Containers wants their Technicians to be allowed to reschedule a visit for the same work 

within the Field Service mobile application. What approach should a Consultant recommend? 

A. Create a Quick Action that will create a new Service Appointment record. 

B. Create a Visualforce page that will create a new Work Order record. 

C. Create a Quick Action that will create a new Work Order record. 

D. Create a Visualforce page that will create a new Service Appointment record. 
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 Correct Answer: A,C,E  

 

 

 
 

 QUESTION 4  

 
Universal containers technicians frequently need to request more parts from 

another inventory location when stock runs low. 

How can universal container technicians achieve this for each product requested? 

A. Create a work order line item and a product request line item. 

B. Create a product request and a product request line item. 

C. Create a product consumed and a product request line item. 

D. Create a shipment and a product request line item. 
 

 

 

 Correct Answer: B  

 
 
 QUESTION 5  

 
What are the two benefits of using field service lightning apps instead of 

Salesforce mobile apps? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Agents view of upcoming service appointment 

B. Offline access to flow 

C. Native customer signature capture 

D. Customized navigation menu 
 

 

 

 Correct Answer: B,C  

 

 
 

 QUESTION 6  

 
universal container want to track technician van stock using the field service 

lightning mobile app and ensure the technician report when part is used 

Which three data elements should a consultant recommend tracking to support this? 

requirement 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Products required 

B. Inventory 

C. Mobile locations 

D. Warehouse locations 

E. Product consumed 
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 QUESTION 7  

 
Universal Containers needs to implement a way to track all internal and external work associated with 

an inbound contact center request. How should a Consultant recommend tracking the work? 

A. Parent/Child Work Orders 

B. Cases Only 

C. Cases and Work Orders 

D. Work Orders only 
 

 

 

 Correct Answer: A  

 

 
 
 QUESTION 8  

 
Over 70% of Universal Containers' sales are made by Field Technicians during on-site, customer visits, 

Many times, after selling a product, they will install the product as part of the current body of work. 

How should a Consultant recommend accomplishing this in the Field Service mobile app? 

A. Create a New Task linked to the Contact and assign to a Sales Rep. 

B. Add a ''Create Opportunity'' Quick Action to the Work Order Line Item. 

C. Create a custom Visualforce page to create a new Opportunity. 

D. Add an ''Upsell'' Quick Action to the Account that creates a new Work Order 
 

 

 

 Correct Answer: B  

 

 
 

 QUESTION 9  

 
The org-wide default sharing for a service appointment is set to be private 

If service appointment is cancelled, which users will have visibility to record? 

A. Assigned resources, owner of service appointment and member of user territory 

B. Assigned resources, owners of service appointment and member of service territory 

C. Owner of service appointment and member of service territory 

D. Owner of service appointment and member of user territory 
 

 

 

 Correct Answer: D  
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 QUESTION 10  
 

Universal container is evaluating a strategy for reducing the cost of service using the automated 

scheduling 

Which two approaches will contribute to this goal? 

A. Reduce the travel time per work order 

B. Reduce the overtime per work order 

C. Reduce the number of territories 

D. Reduce the work order per shift 
 

 

 

 Correct Answer: A,B  

 

 
 

 QUESTION 11  

 
universal containers want to track the time a service resource spends on each step of a more complex 

repair job. This time could include travel, prep and on site time 

How could a service resource's timesheet be configured to track the total time spent? 

on each step? 

A. Relate the timesheet entries to the work order line time 

B. Relate the timesheet entries to the service appointment 

C. Relate the time sheet to the service appointment 

D. Relate the time sheet to the work order line item 
 

 

 

 Correct Answer: A  
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